
RIO PEREZ

Your compelling, profit-making
Social Media Strategy.

PREP 
PRODUCE

PUSH



Goals
INCREASED VISIBILITY AND

ENGAGEMENT

KPIs
Increase engagement rate

Increase page likes / followers with
YOUR DREAM CLIENTS





The goal is to be
found by your
dream clients,
get them off
your social

media, and lead
them to sales

RIO PEREZ





HASHTAG STRATEGY
3 Sets of analyzed hashtags for highest
possibility of discovery

DEVELOPING YOUR CONTENT
PILLARS
Once we know what our audience
‘needs to hear from us, we can break
this down into ‘pillars’ - or themes of
content that we share regularly.

BRAND MESSAGES
Convincing your ideal audience, you
are the one for them

PREP



Remember: The content you post
on your feed is 'evergreen'. When
people discover you, they'll tend
to binge your first 20 posts and

see if you (your products/
services) are for them. 

This is why its important to always
balance your content strategy
across all your critical pillars.



Brand bio optimization
 20-valuable posts* 
 balanced based on
your content pillar
strategy
Hashtag Reasearch and
Analysis

-PREP-
Nailing down the

foundations of your brand.
 

INVESTMENT:
USD365

*These posts' purpose is to show new people finding
you, that you are the one for them. Hence, these won't
be schedule but instead be posted right away for your

dream clients to binge on and realize they need to keep
you in mind.



COMPELLING AND
CONSISTENT CONTENT

Based on what your audience
need to see or know in order

to work with you. Be found by
the right people + serve them

the right content =  your
profitable social media strategy

PRODUCE



Monthly
Report

CONTENT PERFORMANCE
AUDIENCE TRENDS



Social Media
Platforms

FACEBOOK

INSTAGRAM

COHERENT, CONSISTENT, COMPELLING
CONTENT FOR YOUR BRAND.



32 scheduled posts
Captions and image
included
Scheduled: 4 posts per week
at your audiences' peak
engagement hours
Organic engagement every
first 30 minutes of posting
A balanced mix of your
audience's researched
content pillars
Report on content
performance and audience
trend

-PRODUCE-
Compelling content ideas for

consistency.
 

INVESTMENT:
USD 575



PUSH
DATA ANALYSIS

AD COPY
AD CREATIVES

We want to make sure our content
resonates with our audience BEFORE

we even start running any social media
ads.



Ad Copy
Ad Creative Assets
Ad Management

-PUSH-
Ad Strategy, Creation and

Analysis
 

INVESTMENT:
USD 275



Don't get
caught with

vanity metrics

PAGE LIKES/ FOLLOWERS DOES
NOT EQUAL SALES OR SUCCESS

It's a numbers game yes, but you gotta
play the right numbers.



PREP 
 365USD

Branding Strategy, 20-Base Content,
Content Pillars, Hashtag Research

PRODUCE 
575USD

32 Static posts, scheduled for 8 weeks,
with 30-minute organic engagement

for each post. 

Report every 4 weeks on content
performance and audience trend

PUSH 
275USD

Identify content that performs and run
ads to supercharge visibility (additional

20% of ad budget) Ad copy, creatives
and management



Sample Works:

fb.com/colmpulilan

Highlights: Engagement Rate
Growth during enrollment period

{PRODUCE}



Sample Works:

ig.com/thebridalportfolio

Highlights: Their base content (9
posts) garnered 109 followers in
the first 8 hours of their brand

new IG account 
{PREP}



Sample Works:

ig.com/iyasgarden

Highlights: Quality over quantity.
No matter the size of their

following, knowing those number
is comprised of qualified ideal

customers, Iya's Garden
proceeded wth its first launch,

and SOLD OUT.
{PREP+PRODUCE}



Next Steps:

Let's make REAL
STRATEGY on your

socials!

Proposal and Contract Signing
Discovery Call | Knowing you and the core of your
business
Allow me as Editor for your SM Accounts
Let me take the burden of Social Media Marketing
off your shoulders

1.
2.

3.
4.

Message me! I got A's to your Q's : rio@rioperez.com



RIO PEREZ
Holy Spirit Drive, Quezon City

PHONE
+639053440512

EMAIL
rio@rioperez.com


